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Abstract

A numerical lifting line method, coupled with a nu-
merical blade element method, is presented as a low
computational cost approach to modeling slipstream
effects on a finite wing. This method uses a 3D vortex
lifting law along with known 2D airfoil data to predict
the lift distribution across a wing in the presence of
a propeller slipstream. The results are of significant
importance in the development of an aerodynamic
modeling package for initial stages of vertical take-
off and landing (VTOL) aircraft design. An overview
of the algorithm is presented, and results compared
with published experimental data.

Nomenclature

Ai area of wing section i
Bd slipstream development factor
b number of propeller blades
cb blade section chord
CLi wing section lift coefficient
Cl blade section lift coefficient
d`i wing section differential vortex vector
Dp propeller diameter
dFi wing section differential force vector
dFi wing section differential force magnitude
Rp propeller radius
r radial distance from propeller axis
s normal distance to propeller plane
V blade section total induced velocity
Vi wing section incident velocity vector
Vi wing section incident velocity magnitude

Vθ blade section induced tangential velocity
αi wing section angle of attack
βt geometric angle of attack at propeller tip
δi wing section flap deflection
ε blade section induced angle of attack
ε∞ blade section advance angle of attack
κ Goldstein’s kappa factor
Γ blade section circulation
Γi wing section vortex strength
ω propeller angular velocity
ρ fluid density
θ azimuthal angle of propeller

1 Introduction

Aerodynamic modeling of SUAV VTOL aircraft
presents unique problems because VTOL aircraft ex-
perience aerodynamic forces foreign to conventional
aircraft. For example, during take-off, hovering, and
landing, propwash effects become dominant while
freestream flow from the aircraft’s forward veloc-
ity is almost negligible. Additionally, current air-
craft design tools are almost exclusively based on in-
viscid flow assumptions, which are questionable for
Reynolds numbers less than 800,000, and certainly
inadequate for Reynolds numbers less than 200,000.
Accounting for viscous effects, at least to some ex-
tent, is important in the development of VTOL air-
craft, as the wings are often stalled during common
maneuvers.

Commonly, computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
and/or experimental trial and error are used as design
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“tools” for the development of fixed-wing SUAVs. Al-
though relatively accurate, these methods require too
much time to be used during initial design phases.
Rather, such methods act as viable analysis tools to
be employed after a design has reached some level of
maturity. A design tool that rapidly and accurately
predicts geometry, propwash, and Reynolds number
effects on aerodynamic forces and moments is desired.

Blade element theories [1] and helical vortex
models[2] have been employed to model propeller in-
duced flowfields with impressive success. These pro-
peller models have been linked with panel methods to
predict the aerodynamic influence of a propeller on a
wing[3, 4]. An alternative to panel methods has been
suggested by Phillips[5] which extends Prandtl’s Lift-
ing Line Theory to wings with sweep and washout.
Phillips showed that the algorithm matched the accu-
racy of CFD solutions while requiring only a fraction
of the computational cost. However, this extension
of the lifting line theory has never been used to pre-
dict the effects of propwash on a wing. The method
presented here extends the original Lifting Line al-
gorithm to allow viscous effects on the 2D section
lift and drag behavior, and the effects of non-uniform
airflow over a wing (i.e. propwash effects). This ap-
proach, rooted in inviscid theory, accounts for the
effects of viscosity on the lift, drag, and moment be-
havior via semi-empirical corrections to an otherwise
potential flow solution.

2 Aero Model Overview

In the numerical lifting line method presented by
Phillips[5], a finite wing is modeled using a series of
horseshoe vortices with one edge bound to the quar-
ter chord of the wing and the trailing portion aligned
with the freestream velocity. A general 3D vortex lift-
ing law is combined with Prandtl’s hypothesis that
each spanwise section of the wing has a section lift
equivalent to that acting on a similar 2D airfoil with
the same local angle of attack.

From the 3D vortex lifting law, the differential
force vector produced by the finite wing section i is

dFi = ρΓiVi × d`i (1)

The lift coefficient of a 2D airfoil can be expressed
as an arbitrary function of angle of attack and flap
deflection

CLi
= CLi

(αi, δi) (2)

Assuming that this relationship is known at each sec-
tion, the magnitude of the differential force produced
by wing section i is

dFi =
1
2
ρV 2

i CLi
(αi, δi)Ai (3)

Setting the magnitude of Eq. (1) equal to the right
hand side of Eq. (3) for each of the spanwise sections
of the wing produces a system of equations that can
be solved for the vortex strengths at each section.
Once all the vortex strengths are known, the force
vector at each section can be computed and summed
together to determine the force and moment vectors
acting on the wing. This method has been shown to
work well at predicting the inviscid forces and mo-
ments for wings with sweep and dihedral and aspect
ratios greater than four. Accuracy is similar to panel
methods or Euler computational fluid dynamics, but
at a fraction of the cost. In addition, systems of lift-
ing surfaces with arbitrary position and orientation
can be analyzed.

3 Propeller Model Overview

In order to predict the time-averaged flowfield be-
hind a propeller, an induced velocity must be known
behind the propeller. This velocity is a function of ra-
dius if the propeller axis is in line with the freestream
velocity vector, and a function of radius and az-
imuthal angle, θ, if the propeller is not aligned with
the freestream. Phillips presents an approach which
is not constrained to situations where the freestream
velocity is aligned with the propeller axis. Thus, off-
axis moments and forces from the propeller can be
found. Dividing the propeller into N discrete inter-
vals, the induced velocity at each radial blade ele-
ment can be found by relating the section circulation
to the section induced tangential velocity as shown
in Eq. (4).

kΓ = 4πκrVθ (4)
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Substituting Prandtl’s tip loss factor[6] for Gold-
stein’s kappa factor, the following equation is pro-
duced

bcb

16r Cl

− cos−1

(
exp

[
−

b
“
1− 2r

Dp

”
2 sin βt

])
tan ε sin(ε∞ + ε)

= 0 (5)

which can be numerically solved for εi. Once εi

is known for a given blade section, the total induced
velocity is found from

V =
ωr sin ε

cos ε∞
(6)

This velocity vector is then divided into its axial
and tangential components.

Once the induced axial and tangential velocities
are known at the propeller plane, the flowfield behind
the propeller can be estimated by applying momen-
tum equations. The slipstream radius at a distance s
behind the propeller is found by solving for the slip-
stream development factor suggested by McCormick.

Bd = 1 +
s√

s2 + R2
p

(7)

Where Bd is the development factor and ap-
proaches 2 as the distance from the propeller plane
(s) approaches infinity. Using this radius, and apply-
ing conservation of mass and angular momentum as
suggested by Stone[7], the development of the axial
and tangential velocities throughout the slipstream
are found.

4 Model Assumptions

This approach to modeling the propeller flowfield im-
plies a few underlying assumptions.

• The propeller affects the wing, but the wing does
not affect the propeller. This allows for the com-
bined aerodynamic and propeller models to first
solve the propeller behavior and then solve for
the aerodynamics of the wing in the resultant

flowfield. No iterations need be performed be-
tween the flowfields of the wing and propeller,
which provides a quicker solution.

• The axis of the propeller slipstream stays coin-
cident with the axis of the propeller. This can
be assumed if the forward velocity of the craft is
always much greater than the sideslip velocity.

• There is no mixing between the slipstream and
the freestream velocities. No adjustments are
made along the edges of the slipstream to ac-
count for mixing with the freestream. This is ob-
viously a faulty assumption, but accounting for
these effects is beyond the scope of this initial-
stage aerodynamic model.

The model used in the following results includes
one additional assumption: The resultant induced ve-
locities at any distance behind the propeller were as-
sumed constant with varying azimuthal angle. There-
fore, although the induced velocity downstream from
the propeller is a function of θ when the propeller
is at an angle of attack, the average velocity at that
radius and distance from the propeller was taken as
the induced velocity.

5 Results

5.1 Aerodynamic Model Validation

As a first check on the algorithm, inviscid estimates
of wing lift and induced drag coefficient for straight
and swept wings in a uniform freestream were com-
puted. The section lift coefficient was defined as a
linear function of angle of attack, and the section
parasite drag was set to zero. For this case, this al-
gorithm exactly reproduces the results of the original
numerical lifting line algorithm[5].

To determine the ability of this method to predict
the effects of the propeller slipstream, results have
been compared to the experimental data of Stuper[8].
Figure 1 illustrates the model geometry, showing the
wing, end caps, and representative size of the slip-
stream. Note that the chord-wise lines represent the
distribution of the 2D spanwise wing sections.
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Figure 1: Computer model of finite wing showing
distribution of the spanwise sections and the end-cap
geometry.
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Figure 2: CL distribution across the wing span at
three angles of attack with a uniform freestream ve-
locity.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the resulting nu-
merical solutions with the experimental CL distribu-
tions at three angles of attack. Note that the CL dis-
tribution across the entire wing at both 4◦ and 12◦

angle of attack agree almost completely. At α = 8◦,
however, the CL distribution is under-predicted. This
discrepancy is a result of a “jump” in the experimen-
tally measured lift that occurs near α = 8◦. This
“jump” is not predicted by the 2D airfoil RANS so-
lution used as the Cl vs α input into the lifting line
algorithm.

5.2 Propeller Model Validation

Results from the model are first shown vs. experi-
mental results published by Kotb[9]. Kotb included
many important parameters in his paper, which al-

lowed for accurate propeller parameters to be used in
the numerical model. However, airfoil lift and drag
were assumed to match a NACA 0012 airfoil. Fig-
ure 3 displays the numerical vs. experimental values
for coefficient of thrust vs. advance ratio. The nu-
merical model appears to be slightly optimistic for
the predicted thrust coefficient across the entire range
of tested advance ratios. This could be due to the fact
that the model makes no adjustment for mixing with
the freestream at the boundaries of the propwash.
The inability to account for the mixing phenomena
is apparent in subsequent plots.
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Figure 3: Experimental and numerical results for
thrust coefficient vs. advance ratio.

Figure 4a and Fig. 4b display the numerical results
vs. the time averaged experimental data taken by
Lepicovsky[10]. Only basic parameters of the experi-
mental propeller were included in the publication, so
two assumptions were made: 1) the chord has an el-
liptical distribution, 2) The airfoil has lift and drag
characteristics of a NACA 0012. From the deficit in
the predicted velocity profiles in Fig. 4a, it is appar-
ent that the propeller had an undisclosed pitch offset.
By adding a pitch offset of 10 degrees, Fig. 4b was
produced. The absence of a model to predict the slip-
stream interaction with the freestream is apparent in
the numerical results. However, the basic numeri-
cal velocity profiles are similar to the experimental
results.
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Figure 4: Normalized time-averaged velocities behind
propeller vs. normalized propeller radius.

5.3 Results of Combined Models

A scenario was created involving the wing and pro-
peller geometry used by Stuper[8] and seen in Fig. 1.
The propeller had a diameter of 15cm and a pitch of
6cm. The propeller was placed in the model 12.5cm
in front of the wing quarter chord and spun at an ad-
vance ratio of .15 in the 30m/s freestream. Figure 5
shows the resulting prediction for the Cl distribution
across the wing.
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Figure 5: Numerical and experimental results for the
Cl distribution along the span of a wing in a propeller
slipstream.

Note that the numerical results are qualitatively
correct, but quantitatively optimistic. This discrep-
ancy can partially be attributed to the lack of infor-
mation about the specific prop used; only the stan-
dard pitch and diameter were given. It is believed
that a more accurate representation of the actual pro-
peller in the model would result in better agreement
with the experimental data. Additionally, the numer-
ical lifting-line approach implemented in the aerody-
namic model could be optimistically predicting the
lift across the wing. Future research will include ex-
tensive analysis of this scenario as well as comparing
the numerical model predictions to experimental re-
sults from Robinson[11] and Brenckmann[12].
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6 Conclusion

The aerodynamic model is accurate for lifting sur-
faces below stall. The accuracy of the propeller model
is dependent upon the extent to which the propeller
is correctly characterized within the model. Further
work will include a study of how this method works
for predicting the aerodynamic effects of stall.

The preliminary results presented above indicate
that this method shows promise for initial aerody-
namic design calculations of wings with significant
slipstream effects. Further comparisons will be made
to full RANS solutions for both the rotational and
nonrotational slipstream scenarios. The speed of this
solution along with its accuracy allow it to be linked
to a real-time flight simulator. The simulator will
provide a test base to assess an autopilot suitable for
VTOL aircraft before physical tests are conducted.
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